(l + G) exists for a ^ x < y ^ fc. This is not the same as the result of B. W. Helton since it is possible to construct a function G such that G has bounded variation on [a, b] , G exists, X IP(1 + G) exists for a ^ x < y ^ b, G£ OΛ° on [α, ft] and G£ OM° on [α, b] [3] . We then use this result and ideas from another theorem of B. W. Helton [2, Theorem 2, p. 494 ] to establish that if each of \im x^p +H(p, x) , lim x _>p-if(jc,p), lim x , y _>p+H(jc, y) and lim x , y _ p -H(JC, y) exists, G has bounded variation on [a, b] 
J>-H-'
and G e OM r on [α, b] only if x Π y (l + G) exists for α g x < y ^ fe and Finally, we show that if the norm used has the property that \AB | = \A I |B I and if each of lim x^p +H(p, JC), lim x^p -H(x,p) , lim xy _ p^i ί(jc, y) and lim x , y _ >p -i/(x, y) exists, G has bounded variation on [a, b] and either G G OA' on [α, b] or G E OM V on [α, fc] , then there exist nonnegative numbers a and β such that ίfG is in OA a and OM a on [α, b ] and GH is in OΛ β and OM β on [α,b] All integrals and definitions are of the subdivision-refinement type, and functions are from R x R to N, where 1? denotes the set of real numbers and N denotes a ring which has a multiplicative identity element represented by 1 and has a norm | | with respect to which N is complete and 111 = 1. Unless noted otherwise, functions are assumed to be defined only for {JC, y} G R x R such that x < y. The statement that G E OB° on [a, b] means that there exist a subdivision D of [a, b] and a number B such that if {JC, }Γ= 0 is a refinement of D, then Σ"=i I G t I < B, where G, denotes G(jc f _,, x,) When convenient, we use Σ G and Π (1 + G) Proof. Let e >0. There exist a subdivision D of [α, b] and a number B such that if {JC. }Γ=o is a refinement of D, then (1) |G,|<l-j3 for ί = l,2, ,n, (2) ΠΓ-,(1 + |G |)<B, We now suppose a < x < y < z x and show that
\G(a,x)-G(a,y)\<€.
Let {jc t }Γ= 0 and {yJjU denote D U{x} and D U{y}, respectively. Thus, Proof Since G E OB° on [a, b] , there exists a subdivision {JCJΓIO of [a, b] such that if l^i^m and JC,., < x < y < x h then | G(x, y)\ < 1/2. Hence, this theorem can be established by using Lemma 1.3 and the identity where Π? βI fey =ΠU +I α fc = l.
We now use the approximation theorem to establish an existence theorem for sum integrals. In particular, we show that if G has Proof. There exist a subdivision {*,},% of [a, b] and a number B such that if H is a refinement of {x t }Γ=o, then Σ H(/) | G \ < B. Let g be the function such that for JC P _, < JC ^JC P , g(x) = lub Σ H(jr) | G | for all refinements H of {xJfJo 1 U{x}. Let α(jt, y)= J dg. This produces the desired function. [α, b] . This is a generalization of a result of B. W. Helton [1, Theorem 3.4, p. 301] . We now prove a theorem on the existence of integrals of products of functions. This result is related to a theorem by B. W. Therefore, exists. Hence, there exists a nonnegative number a such that G^OA a on [α, £>]• Thus, it follows from Theorem 6 that G E OM α on [α, ft] . A similar argument can be used to establish the existence of β. Therefore, the theorem follows.
Theorem 7 does not remain true if the requirement that | AB \ = \A\\B\ is removed. In the following we establish this assertion by constructing a function G and a constant K such that G exists,
Jo
-G exists and -KG does not exist.
We consider the set of infinite diagonal matrices with bounded elements and | M | = lub | m l7 1. Let X be the infinite diagonal matrix such that if r -m\n is a rational number contained in [0, 1] and m and n have no common integral factors other than 1, theñ j if n is odd if n is even.
We have now constructed a function G and a constant K such that ΓG=0, Γ G-ί G =1 and Γ KG -I KG does not exist. This example was suggested by an example in a previous paper by the author [3] .
